COURTLY JEFF HUNTER
* The six unattached men shown on these pages are among

the most eligible males in the land of the handsome, wellheeled bachelor—Hollywood. All are rich prizes in the
ever-fascinating Hollywood matrimonial sweepstakes. As
a group, they represent an average yearly income of more
than half a million dollars—provided, of course, not one of
these careerists gets ambitious and picks up some
additional loot from other media. One appearance on a top
TV show could, for example, add anywhere from $5,000
to $10,000 to a bachelor's income. And since most of these
men are ambitious, you can readily see how conservative
our income estimate is.
You don't have to be anything except female, too, to
figure out that these knowing, career-minded young men
are altar-shy, elusive and happily confident that they
control their personal destiny. Granted that their personal
and professional assets are exceptional, we are still of the
belief that marriage is a woman's business and one in
which she often achieves stunning success—despite many
an eligible male's impressive bachelor plans.
With that happy thought in mind, we are letting you
Movieland readers decide how you would go about
trapping one of these bachelors, once you have the facts in
hand. And if the Hollywood bachelor in question isn't near
at hand, don't waste your plan. Try it on the Hollywood
bachelor's counterpart in your home town. There is one.
Take our word for it. (Best of all, the competition at home
is probably considerably easier to outmaneuver.)
At 30, blue-eyed, athletic Jeff Hunter has survived the
bitterness of divorce to go on to a more mature and
realistic viewpoint on love, life and career. Basically the
marrying kind, he is nonetheless, at this point, wary of
love, and understandably so. Much as he may think this
protects him against a sudden marriage, more than one

Southern manners and a quick smile could make a girl think
Jeff Hunter would be easy to snare. Take a tip from us. With
such a man assume he's agin marriage—plan accordingly.

lass has caught a man on the rebound and made him her
happy and contented husband. The girl with Jeff or his
counterpart in mind would do well to remember he is a
product of an aggressively non-theatrical family, a native
of New Orleans and an ardent sportsman. He is virtually a
professional when it comes to skin-diving, swimming and
skiing. Then, just to remind you that you don't have to
spend your life on the beach or ski slope, he likes music
and plays the piano well. Don't let Southern manners and
that all-American smile mislead you, either. Jeff is dead
in earnest about his booming career and he doesn't intend
to let anything get in the way of it, particularly marriage.
But then Jeff is undoubtedly reckoning without the girl
who can take such restrictions in stride and turn them into
a challenge—the kind that proves a wisp of a girl can
make added responsibilities seem like a privilege and a
pleasure.

